
FLATHEAD CITY-COUNTY BOARD OF HEALTH
MINUTES OF NOVEMBER REGULAR MEETING

JANUARY 15, 2015
1:00 – 3:00 P.M.

CONFERENCE ROOM A&B / 2ND FLOOR
EARL BENNETT BUILDING

1035 1ST AVENUE WEST
KALISPELL, MONTANA

Call to Order
The meeting was called to order by Chairperson Glen Aasheim at 1:09 p.m.

Attendance

Approval of Agenda
MOTION Bill Burg to approve the agenda as written.
SECOND Duane Larson MOTION CARRIED

Approval of Minutes of December 20, 2014 regular meeting

MOTION David Myerowitz to approve the minutes of December 20, 2014 regular
meeting.

SECOND Burg MOTION CARRIED

Members Present Members Absent Others
Glen Aasheim, MD Cliff Bennett
William Burg, CPA Jane Bennett
Pam Holmquist, Commissioner Tonya Buxton
Duane Larson, City Representative Kate Cassidy
Aaron McConkey, PE Paul Conrad
Wayne Miller, MD Leslie Diede
David Myerowitz, MD Margaret Gordon

Myni Ferguson
Wanda Forbes
Hillary Hanson
Cynthia Karsten
Ryan Murray
Theresa Majeski
Jennifer Rankosky
Joe Russell
Jody White
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Election of Chairperson and Vice Chairperson—ACTION REQUIRED
Aasheim called for nominations for Chairperson. Burg nominated Aasheim. No other
nominations were offered.

MOTION Wayne Miller that Aasheim be elected Chairperson for 2015
SECOND Myerowitz MOTION CARRIED

Aasheim called for nominations for Vice Chairperson. Larson nominated Miller. No other
nominations were offered.

MOTION Larson that Miller be elected Vice Chairperson for 2015
SECOND Burg MOTION CARRIED

Citizen Comments
There were no citizen comments

Presentation by Veterinarians—Cynthia Karsten, DVM and Dr. Margaret Gordon, DVM
Cliff Bennett introduced Cynthia Karsten who is with the Koret Shelter Medicine Program, an
affiliate program of UC Davis School of Veterinarian Medicine. Karsten has given the shelter
advice and consultation in the past and they have implemented many of her suggestions. He also
invited Dr. Margaret Gordon, the shelter veterinarian, to come and introduce herself to the Board
and answer any questions they may have for her.

Karsten said that the Board should be very proud of the shelter because that it is one of the most
progressive shelters she has been in. She contributed the quality of the shelter to how Bennett
manages it and that he listens and embraces the advice that he is given.

Karsten said that Shelter Veterinarian Medicine is now a recognized by The College of
Veterinary Medicine as a specialty and starting next year one can take an exam and become
Board Certified in the field. In the past it was considered a secondary field of medicine.

Her emphasis is on population management. Her view is that the kindest and most humane thing
that can be done for an animal is to not crowd them into a shelter. She is very pleased with the
addition being made to the Flathead County Animal Shelter and that this will allow a better
environment for the animals and that it’s not about housing more but about housing better.

She said that a community of this size is to be commended for having the quality of resources
that we have in Flathead County and she is impressed by the community support. She uses the
Flathead Animal Shelter as an example when she tells other shelters about how shelters should
be run.

Aasheim asked her to address adopting a shelter pet vs. buying a pedigreed pet as urged by the
AKC.
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Karsten said that all of these animals need to have good homes. No one ever knows what they
will get with a pet because there are many factors. The bottom line is that each animal should go
to the home that is the best fit for both the owner and the pet. People being responsible with
whatever pet they get is the most important thing.

Myerowitz asked Karsten if there were any policies or facilities that the Flathead County Shelter
does not currently have that she would recommend.

Karsten said that Flathead County Animal Shelter is doing very well. She felt that it made sense
that the shelter should be the place people would go to buy dog licenses and she understood that
there has been a debate about this issue.

Aasheim asked Karsten for her comments about required rabies vaccinations. She answered that
it is important from a public health standpoint and from the animal’s standpoint. She said that
rabies are out there, especially in a rural area. A rabies vaccination requirement also gets people
to give their animals a veterinarian visit that may otherwise not happen. She is a strong
proponent of required rabies vaccinations.

Myerowitz informed her that the Flathead County Commissioners are considering eliminating
the requirement. He said that he has been doing some checking. He believes that this is not a
good idea and said that he could not find an organization in the nation that does not recommend a
rabies vaccination for cats, dogs and ferrets. He said that the American Society of Veterinary
Medicine, the Montana Department of Livestock, the Montana State Veterinarian, the Center for
Disease Control (CD), and the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (SPCA) are
among those organizations. He could only find two states, Kansas and Missouri, which did not
have any laws regarding rabies vaccination. He said that Montana’s Secretary of State has a
written decision. He read from Montana Code Sec 32.3.213, saying that in Montana you can’t
bring an animal into the state unless they have an official health certificate indicating that the
animal has been vaccinated against rabies by a licensed veterinarian. He quoted what the CDC
recommend dating November 04, 2011, “Local governments should initiate and maintain
effective programs to ensure vaccination of all dogs, cats and ferrets, and remove strays. Such
procedures in the United States have reduced laboratory confirmed cases of rabies in dogs from
6949 in 1947 to 93 in 2009.”

Myerowitz continued to express argument as to why changing the ordinance to not require rabies
vaccination would be against the best interest of the public.
Pam Holmquist spoke to the issue saying that the Commissioners have not made a final decision
to change the rabies vaccination ordinance. She said that the commission is not interested in
getting rid of rabies vaccination rather that they are looking at changing it from ordinance to
policy. She said that they read their ordinances three times before making a decision and that if
anyone has information and comments they should bring them to the commission. She said that
there has been misinformation given that the Commissioners don’t care that dogs and cats get
vaccinated and that is not true. Myerowitz asked why they would consider getting rid of an
ordinance that is already written. Holmquist answered that it is not that they are getting rid of it
but that they are putting into a different form. She again encouraged that if Myerowitz or anyone
has information he email it to each of the Commissioners and the County Attorney.
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Aasheim asked what reasoning they have to change this to policy rather than keeping the
ordinance. Holmquist said that any animal shelter can set whatever policy they want and that
rabies vaccination would be handled through policy through the shelter. Dr. Margaret Gordon
voiced her opposition to the idea of making this a shelter policy because not all animals that need
vaccination pass through the shelter and this would create a problem for private veterinarian
practices to enforce a policy written only for the shelter. She also said that it would create a
problem for animal control officers in how they would ticket people for having an unvaccinated
animal. Holmquist said that her comments were valid and asked that she address her comments
to the Commissioners. Karsten said that she has never had an experience anywhere that rabies
vaccination rule is set by shelter policy. It is always set by ordinance. She said that it is not the
shelters responsibility to set the policy for rabies requirements in a community. Karsten said that
she felt it was a backwards way to approach the issue and believes it’s a case of “if it’s not
broken why fix it”.

Russell said that he has asked the Commissioners to get an opinion from a MACO (Montana
Association of Counties) before they make a decision. He believes that the rationale that is
behind this is that the Commissioners don’t believe they have statutory authority to have an
ordinance at the local level. All they need to do is get an opinion on the issue and then they will
all be arguing the same points.

There was considerably more discussion about the rabies ordinance issue. Russell closed the
conversation by saying that they should follow the process that Holmquist has suggested. He said
he supports the process but does not support their position at this point. There will be two more
readings before a decision is made and this provides time for comments to be received by the
Commissioners. The next reading will be on January 28, 2015.

Russell asked Karsten if she had any philosophical opinions around breeds and sheltering, in
particular Pit-bulls. He said there are shelters that will not take Pit-bulls. She said that a Pit-bull
is not an actual breed but a look that has been created and is not a breed that is recognized by the
AKC. It becomes a subjective decision whether a dog is a Pit-bull or not. There are campaigns
to look at animals as individuals. Breed bands do not work. Having plans in place to identify
aggressive animals is much more effective. You have to look at the animal and why it’s being
aggressive and what can be done about the particular animal. She believes that the reason so
many Pit-bulls end up in shelters is because there are a lot of them out there as they are very
popular. To ban them creates a problem because no one wants to be the person to decide what to
do with them. She does not believe in breed bans but she does believe in educating the public
about selecting the right pet to meet their lifestyle.

Russell stated that the Board is very proud of the live release rates of the shelter and he asked
Karsten if she knows of any shelter that rival their record. She answered that no she does not,
however, live release rate is not a full picture of the shelter. The community and the type of dogs
in the shelter have to be considered. In large cities “nice animals” are imported in because the
animals in their shelters are not nice animals and should be destroyed. She said that even more
impressive than the live release rate at that the Flathead County Animal Shelter is the quality of
care the animals are given while they are there.
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Gordon, who is with Animal Clinic of Kalispell, said that she is contracted with Flathead County
to be the primary veterinarian at the Flathead Animal Shelter. She thanked the Board for how
supportive they have been for the shelter. In the year and a half that she has been with the shelter
she has seen many positive changes. She said that Russell and Bennett are constantly involved
and actively seeking how things can be improved. She is excited that there is a plan to expand
the medical capabilities and that they are now looking at the full picture of health care for shelter
animals. Healthy animals are much more adoptable.

Educational Leave Request—ACTION REQUIRED
Russell said that an employee at MHIP (Medicaid Health Improvement Program) has asked that
her hours be reduced to 20 hours per week because she will be working on her Associates of
Science Degree in Nursing. He has spoken with Jody White and together they agree that this
will not cause staffing problems.

Aasheim asked for further discussion. No further discussion was required.

MOTION Miller to approve the Educational Leave Request.
SECOND Burg MOTION CARRIED

Billing and Collections Policy—ACTION REQUIRED
Hillary Hanson reported that the Billing and Collections Policy was presented last month to the
Finance Committee. It outlines what Community Health would like to do with billing for home
visits and immunizations, the two areas of Community Health that have charges. The policy was
written to align with the Community Health Center’s (CHC) collection and billing policy. There
have been two changes. The CHC policy states that they will write off the debt at 90 days but
the Community Health policy states theirs will be written off at 120 days. Also, the County
Attorney has asked that no specific collection agency be named on the document and should read
that the debt will be sent to a collection agency.

Burg said that he is on the Finance Committee for CHC and that the committee has given much
thought in preparing their policy. The policy for Community Health is relatively the same as
CHC’s, with the exception of the turnover time. The committee evaluated several collections
agencies, and after reviewing some of their clients, which were largely other medical facilities in
Western Montana, they picked one which had an A+ score. He recommends that the same
agency be adopted for this policy by the Board.

He said that the CHC Finance Committee felt that the costs of employing an agency were
justified if they are successful in collecting outstanding debts.

Aasheim asked if collection attempts were handled in-house before the 120 days. Burg said they
were and that the policy states what will happen at each 30 day interval before the debt is sent in
for collection.
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MOTION Burg to adopt the Billing and Collections Policy as presented and to adopt the
same collections agency as the Community Health Center.

SECOND Miller MOTION CARRIED

South Campus Building—ACTION REQUIRED
Russell asked that the Board make a motion for the inclusion of the Health Department in the
South Campus Building.

MOTION Miller to allow the Health Department to continue in the process of inclusion in
the South Campus Building, including funding, and to authorize the Health
Officer to act on behalf of the Board and that the Commissioners be notified of
the Board of Health’s interest in participating in future discussions and that
the Health Officer be designated as the Boards liaison in that regard.

SECOND Burg MOTION CARRIED

Departmental Reports

Community Health/WIC
Hanson reported that they are winding down on the Flu vaccination season. As of the previous
week Community Health had given 2193 influenza vaccinations which were 64 more than last
year. There were 194 confirmed influenza cases with 19 hospitalizations reported the week
before. There have been a few pertussis cases that have shown up but they have been able to
keep up them.

Miller asked what the age distribution was on the influenza cases. Hanson said that all were over
the age of 65 up until the past week when more were hospitalized. The ages of those
hospitalized ranged from 22 to 65.

Myerowitz asked why there was no report of hospitalized cases from last year. Hanson said she
didn’t know but that she will get that information if it is available.

A question was asked whether there was any way they could know which strains of influenza
those who were hospitalized had. Russell said they would check to see if they could get that data
from the hospital.

There was much discussion about CDC reporting and the methods used for reporting.

A question was asked about the streptococcus pneumonia that was on the Communicable
Disease monthly report as to whether it was synonymous with plain pneumonia. Russell
answered that it is bacterial pneumonia and that the report does not include viral infections of
pneumonia.

Environmental Health
Kate Cassidy reported that the State of Montana adopted the 2013 Model Retail Food Code on
January 1, 2015. Prior to this they were using the code from 1999, so there are some changes to
their food program. She gave the Board handouts that outlined the changes. She said that the
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sanitarians are going through training via webinars and that Brad Tufto with the FDA is coming
to give them a training seminar on Risk Based Food Inspection and will go over the changes with
them.

She reported on the septic program saying that with the snow they haven’t seen any final drain
field inspections.

Miller asked about the first point made on the outline of the changes Cassidy had handed out.
“You will be required to have a person-in-charge that can demonstrate adequate food safety
knowledge during all hours of operation.” Miller wanted clarification about the term person-in-
charge. Cassidy said it doesn’t have to be the manager but that there needs to someone trained to
be left in charge. Cassidy said it will change the grading program a bit.

Myerowitz asked about what the terms “time-control” and “non-continuous cooking process”
meant in item number six on her outline. Russell answered that if something is continuously
cooked they must have a heating and cooling protocol in place that is approved by the local
Health Department. The time control means having a log for how long food is left out before it
becomes a risk.

There was much discussion about the policies and procedures of restaurant inspections and
protocols.

Community Health Center
Jody White said that they have a lot of new people which will add to their good customer service
and level of patient care.

She is meeting with the residents on Friday to start planning the preliminary budget for the next
phase of the Residency Program.

The Health Center Board has started looking more closely at the Dental Program and is
considering doing an online survey with the dental community and some of their CHC partners
that give referrals to the Dental Program. They are also considering having a facilitated forum
for dental providers to come and work with them on what they need to be looking at when they
expand dental services.

Miller asked about White’s anticipation of full reimbursement for the residency costs by the
University of Montana and wondered if she has had any indication that this may happen. She
said that the university has been supportive of what they have submitted and there has been
monthly dialogue with them about the details.

Myerowitz suggested that before they begin the next phase of the residency program, they would
get input from a non-medical person to get their view of how they think the program is working.

Health Promotion
Leslie Diede reported that currently watching several legislative bills, one restricting the sale of
E-cigarettes to minor and another that would restrict indoor tanning for minors. She said that the
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DUI Taskforce is funded through DUI reinstatement fees and that not all counties have a DUI
Taskforce. There is a bill being introduced that would allocate those funds from counties that
don’t have a DUI Taskforce to the counties that do.

They are also watching any legislation regarding seatbelts and are keeping an eye on budgeting
decisions for their programs.

Diede also mentioned that there is an event coming on January 30 similar to the Project
Homeless Connect only on a smaller scale. This will be held at the Gateway Community Center.

Home Health
Paul Conrad reported that the storm caused a lot of home bound situations. He said that their
numbers have leveled off. The Face-to-Face has “backed off a little bit” in that the physician
narrative can be supported by Home Health’s documentation. He said that PT has had more
visits than Nursing.

Animal Shelter
Bennett said that the cat expansion construction is winding down. He said that he and Karsten
had met earlier in the week with an architect to talk about the possibility of a building on a
veterinary suite to the shelter. He said that the architect had a good understanding of what would
be needed. Bennett is hoping they can come up with a plan that can be sustainable and
affordable. He submitted a chart of last year’s statistics and pointed out that they had a high rate
of returning dogs back to their owners. The chart compared their return rate with 12 other
shelters in Montana and over 2000 shelters nationwide. He said that nationwide the rate is about
7% and the Flathead County Animal Shelter is at 33%. He said that first and foremost they want
to get animals back to their owners.

Accreditation Update
Hanson reported that the staff will be going for training February 10th and 11th, at which time
they will get access to the electronic system to start uploading data. She also reported that she
and the staff have gone through every metric of the Strategic Plan to give an update.

They received two grants to work on the FDA Voluntary Standards Program. They conducted
immunization training with the schools in August which helped get immunization information in
on time and which was more accurate. They met with the school administrators from School
District 5 earlier in the week. This was a great opportunity to meet with all the principles and
administrators to talk to them about what they have to do to be consistent on immunizations and
to make sure the rules are being followed.

Hanson said that Theresa Majeski from the CDC is working with them on developing an
Immunization Coalition which has had their first meeting. She has begun working with long-
term care facilities to determine the influenza immunization rate of health care providers and
how many of the long-term care facilities have policies in place and what support the Health
Department can provide to help put plans in place for influenza immunizations. She is currently
putting together baseline data and will start implementation the end of January.
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There was much discussion about immunization and undocumented students. Hanson said that
she will get the numbers of how many students are attending schools that do not have
immunization documentation to the Board.

A question was asked about the suicide prevention training and whether the schools are being
targeted for training. Diede said that both high schools get QPR (Question, Persuade and Refer)
training every spring and there were 44 trained at Flathead Valley Community College last fall.
Hanson said that they will have more information on the next report.

There was discussion as to why alcoholism was not addressed and the thought was that this is
well addressed in the community.

Health Officer’s Report
Russell said that there are six Legislative matters that he is watching which he outlined on his
written report. He said there are three immunization bills. HB 158 which is regarding moving
immunization from law to rule. Another, HB 73, involves a change from opting in to sharing
immunization records to opting out. The third was regarding pharmacists wanting to vaccinate
children as young as eight years old.

Other bills that Russell mentioned were the “Honey Bill”, which he said he supports. It will
allow raw honey to be sold at Farmer’s Markets. He said that honey is a lower risk food than
most products. He said another bill is the “Cottage Food Bill” which has not been given a HB
number. He also said that there is a raw milk bill that the Health Department cannot support
because of the high risks associated with raw milk. This bill is still in committee and Russell
said there is a lot of opposition for the bill and he believes it will not go anywhere.

Committee Reports
There were no committee reports discussed.

Other Business
No other business was discussed.

Board Members Comments
Burg announced the Whitefish Winter Carnival kickoff and that there will be a parade on
February 7 with the theme “Saluting all Veterans”.

The meeting adjourned at 3:00.

Minutes transcribed by Wanda Forbes, Secretary.


